
STAGE 1

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

SP-POC1 = 7 yards.  POC1-POC2 = 9 yards. (estimated from the T1 traval distant and sketchup program.)

2021 IDPA THAILAND Sanctioned Tier 2

Kidnappers
4 Threats, 1 non-threat
Unlimited - Best 2

Standing facing the phone booth with strong hand holding the phone. Gun is loaded,  
chambered and holstered. PCC div. place gun on the phone booth with muzzle facing the 
marked point.

At start signal, drop the phone to activate the pull away stroller target (T1). Engage T1 with 
6 rounds. Engage T2-T4 with 2 rounds each.

Required

Gong Nasimma
minimum 12 rounds
Audible/Last Shot
180° Rule

While you are talking on the pay phone with your baby in the stroller, a group of 
kidnappers approach with guns in hands. One of them were pulling away the stroller. You 
must stop them and safe your baby.



STAGE 2

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

Required 180° Rule

At the dark parking lot, you notice that you have a flat tire. While you are fixing, you spot a 
group of bad guys are approaching. Safe yourself.

Shooter must have 2 knees on the ground and tire rod in your hand fixing the tire. Facing 
the tire. Gun is loaded, chambered and holstered. PCC, place gun on the marked spot.

At the start signal, engage all targets in Tactical priority. T1 - T3 in Tac Pri. T2&T3 are 
cardboard targets with activator behind which will activate T4-T6 to appear. Then the steel 
target acting as a leg of T8. Shooter will have to do side-prone to see T7. All shots to be 
taken as low cover at SP.

Flat tire Gong Nasimma
7 threats, 1 metal target minimum 15 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
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STAGE 3

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

All targets stands at 7 yards from the door.

Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Optional 180° Rule

While in the toilet doing your business. A group of psychos come in and use the shotgun to 
shoot into toilet stalls. Some people got hurt next door. You need to end this. PCC, place 
gun on the marked spot.

4 threats minimum 8 rounds

Shooter must sit on the toilet seat, facing down range, hands on knees. Gun is loaded not 
chambered and placed on the provided table all ammunitions on table. Door is closed. 
PPDS shooter starts on the right side of the toilet seat. Yes, stall is big.

At start signal, Open the door and engage all targets in Tactical priority within the stall.
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The Toilet Party Gong Nasimma



STAGE 4

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

Distant:
SP - POC 1 3 yards (ref. blue line) POC1-2 4 yards (ref. 1 Barricade is 2 yards)
POC2 - POC 3 6 yards (ref. 1 Barricade is 2 yards.)

Shooter sits on a chair, facing down range, with cards on strong hand holding over the spot 
on table and weak hand raises up above the head as if you're cheering. Gun is loaded, 
chambered and holstered. PCC stand on mark facing down range.

At start signal, engage all targets in tactical priority.                                                                                                   
*SO NOTE: WARN EACH SHOOTER FOR SWEEP AT SP; RESULTING DQ.

6 threats, 1 non-threat minimum 12 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Required 180° Rule
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Black Jack Gong Nasimma

At one outlaw casino, your luck is on your side. You keep winning hands after hands and 
start to irritate the gangsters. The last hand, you win again and they pull out their guns. 
Stay alive and escape. 



STAGE 5

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Procedure

You are working in the basement in an old lab facility. The bad guys flood the water in and 
cut the main wire into the water to electrocute all the staffs to steel the project. The only 
platform that could safe your life is the old wooden pillar. Get on and stay alive.

At the start signal, engage all targets in tactical priority, freestyle, while both feet are on 
the wooden platform. T4 is the cardboard target with activator behind. It will activate the 
drop-wall revealing T5-T7. Engage all targets with both feet on platform.

7 threats, 2 non-threats minimum 14 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Required 180° Rule
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Electrical Flood Gong Nasimma

Start Position

Shooter starts with both feet on wooden platform and both hands are holding on to the 
wooden pole; facing down range. Gun is loaded, chambered and holstered. PCC, point gun 
at mark with wooden pole in between both arms. Wheelchair can be accessible with pole 
bewteen the legs.



STAGE 6

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

You are coming home from work to find out that your house has un-invited guests. They 
are not friendly. With knifes and guns they are doing bad things to your family. Safe them. 
But onece you think it is all finished, one more just pop up. Finish it.

Shooter stand in front of the door facing down range. Strong hand on the door knob. Gun is 
loaded, chambered and holstered. PCC, in weak hand, point gun on the marked spot with 
strong hand on door knob.

At the signal, Engage all targets in Tactical priority. Openning the door will activate T3 to 
stand up and disappear. T8 will have steel activator behide to activate T9 to appear. T9 is to 
be engaged at POC4.

9 threats, 3 non-threats minimum 18 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Required 180° Rule
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House Raid - Still one more Gong Nasimma



STAGE 7

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

Distant
T1. 4 y. T2. 7 y. T3. 10 y. T4 7 y. T5&6 7 y.
SP to mattress = 7 y.

On a nice sunny laundry type of day, you are going to hang your laundry. You've already 
brought out the mattress out for sun bathing. All of the sudden, intruders come and going 
to hurt you and dirty your laundry. Take them out.

Shooter stand on mark facing down range. Both hands holding basket. Gun loaded, 
chambered, holstered. PCC, place gun on the marked spot on the barrel with muzzle points 
at mark. Both hands holding basket.

At the start signal, engage T1-T3 in Tactical priority. Then engage T4-T6 after you pass the 
VB point (Hung bed sheets). To engage T5&T6, shooter might have to lay down on the 
mattress to be able to see them.

6 threats minimum 12 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Required 180° Rule
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Laundry day Gong Nasimma



STAGE 8

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

While you are enjoying the fantasy bedroom role play with your partner. While you are 
being handcuffed to the bed. Bad guys pop up!! And….It is the strong hand that you got the 
handcuff on!

Shooter is kneeling on the bed facing down range with strong hand cuffed to the head 
board. Gun is loaded, chambered and placed on the marked spot on the bed with muzzle 
points at mark. PCC is also the same. Extra mags on marked spot on bed.

At start signal, engaged all targets with weak hand only. PCC using weak-side-shoulder only. 
All reload and mulfuction clearing can be done with both hands with high safety pre-
cautions. Shooters must engage all targets with both knees on the bed at all time.

3 threats minimum 6 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Not Required 180° Rule
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50 Shades of Grey - Gone bad Gong Nasimma



STAGE 9

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

You are visiting your friend at the development site to talk about constructions that could 
help out the people in the area. All of the sudden, some junkies show up not wanting you 
to do goods. They want to take you out. Safe yourself.

Shooter stand relaxed on mark facing down range. Gun loaded, chambered and holstered. 
PCC at cruiser ready with muzzle point on mark.

At start signal, engaged all targets in tactical priority. T6 has steel activator behind which 
will activate T8 (the runner). T8 will not be vinsible until activated and will be disappeared 
when stop.

9 threats, 3 non-threat minimum 18 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Required 180° Rule
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Hyper Adrenaline Gong Nasimma



STAGE 10

Title Author
Targets Rounds
Scoring Start/Ends
Concealment Safety

Scenario

Start Position

Procedure

You are having late night dinner on street side. You notice that the pickup truck rushes in 
and parks.  All of the sudden, bad guys jump out and start killing people there. Safe 
yourself.

Shooter sits at the chair facing down range. Hands holding rice bowl and chopsticks at 
mouth level. Gun loaded, chambered and holstered. PCC placed on table trigger on mark. 
Muzzle points at mark.

At start signal, engage all targets in Tactical Priority. Shooter may not step beyond the table 
line. SO WARING: Warn shooters about sweeping oneself when draw.

6 threats, 3 non-threats minimum 12 rounds
Unlimited - Best 2 Audible/Last Shot
Required 180° Rule
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Midnight dinner Gong Nasimma



Distant T1 = 4 y. T2&3 = 7 y. T4 = 10 y. T5&6 = 11 y.
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